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Indian companies have hired 2 crore employees between 2017-2019

The total number of formal jobs in the country now stands at 8 crores, 

and is projected to increase to 10 crores by 2021.

For hiring 88% of job sourcing is done involving technology.

However, only 49 percent of onboarding processes utilize any technology.

Case Study : Employee Onboarding

Technology adoption in HR has only been partial.

Signing of documents is almost always on paper. 

It does not have to be this way!



Employee Onboarding

✓ Signed Appointment Letter

✓ Signed Employment Agreement

✓ Signed Non-Disclosure Agreement

✓ ESI Nomination Form 

✓ Gratuity Slips

✓ Insurance Form Filled Tax Declaration 

Form 12 BB /Form 16/Salary Certificate PF 

Nomination Form 

✓ Fit To Work Certificate

✓ Fit To Work Declaration Form 

✓ Self attested Salary Slips Received or Bank 

Statement Resignation Email Received / 

Work Experience and Relieving Letters 

from Previous Employers

✓ Candidate Information Sheet + 2 Passport 

size Photos

✓ Attested ID and Residence Proof 

✓ AND COUNTLESS OTHER 

DOCUMENTS……

HR Onboarding processes 

cannot proceed without 

collecting signed documents



These paper based processes are a PAIN

Time Consuming Damage & ErrorsCluttered Storage

Prone to FraudExpensive

Wrong entries filled out can cause 
delays

Paper is prone to physical elements –
making storage a challenge

Your employee’s “first day of work” is 
usually spent on filling out and signing 
paperwork rather than actually working

Your HR team spends significant time 
processing paperwork

Your employee’s primary touchpoint with 
your organization is painful

Ballooning storage costs for physical 
agreements

Hard to retrieve HR documents when an 
employee is leaving your organization –
adding unnecessary work

Wet-ink signatures are easily forged and 
often disputed in a court of law, 
diminishing company protection against 
IPR theft, employee poaching, corporate 
espionage

Significant cost incurred for manhours of HR 
employees for mundane paper processing

Voluminous set of documents lead to 
escalating costs of paper and ink

.



is actively onboarding prominent Indian

businesses to solve the problem of

paperwork in HR onboarding.

NO MORE PAPERWORK!

Through our eSign and Instant Stamping solutions, we are allowing 

businesses to digitize their HR related paperwork in a unique and 
secure manner.



Unique Workflow

Physical Documents

execute the entire set of onboarding 

documents in a matter of minutes

Quick

Increase Productivity

Easy Legally Compliant

Increase operational efficiency of 

your HR team by 90% - free them up 

to do more valuable tasks

Your employee can upload and execute 

documents from anywhere in the world at 

anytime even before their first day of work

Multiple stakeholders in the HR process can sign 

documents simultaneously in a customizable 

workflow

No physical collection, scanning or 

storage of documents.

Pay stamp duty for employment agreements 

digitally for a seamless flow.

Impact of our Solutions



Leegality’s APIs can integrate 

easily with your HRMS solutions

✓ Peoplesoft – Oracle

✓ Darwinbox

✓ Neeyamo

✓ GreyHR

✓ Zoho

✓ BambooHR

✓ And more…



ORGANISATIONAL SIGNING

EXTENSIVE CUSTOMISATION

FLAT FILE UPLOAD

TEMPLATE CREATOR WHITE-LABELLING

ROLE-BASED ACCESS

COMPLETE VISIBILITY

ROBUST IDENTIFICATION

TOP-OF-THE-LINE SUPPORT

Bulk sign 100s of documents 

using DSC, Automated 

Virtual Sign and Doc Signer

Create templates with 

variable fields for automatic 

document generation

Brand your customer’s 

signing journey with your 

colour, logo and subdomain

Tailor made for Indian 

Businesses with features 

like digital rubber stamp & 

custom signature placement

Configure Permissions 

and Manage access 

within your organization

Optional identity verification 

through Aadhar certificate 

verifier, GPS location 

capture and face capture

Create and send 1000s of 

documents for eSigning 

using a single Excel file

Keep track of all your 

documents centrally and 

generate advanced 

management reports

Help in integration and 

extensive product updates 

and on-call support

Our Super Features



Clients who always think of us when they 
need to stamp and sign any document!

+200 more

‘‘Leegality has made our onboarding processes seamless, and significantly quicker and cheaper. In addition to the 

very configurable eSign features, the Stamping feature has enabled us to go truly digital while onboarding our 

business correspondents while also ensuring complete legal compliance. The Leegality team is always available 

for on-call and on-site support, which has made using Leegality very convenient for my team.’’

-Anshoo Sharma (Airtel - Head Legal)


